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A rich picture of village life in the 7th and 6th millennia BC, as seen through the
excavations of an important site in Greece. Especially noteworthy is the
extensive corpus ofmaterials relating to domestic cult practice (figurines and
vessels). Also included are specialist studies of faunal and floral remains, lithics,
and radiocarbon dates.
A new translation of Derrida's groundbreaking juxtaposition of Hegel and Genet,
forcing two incompatible discourses into dialogue with each other Jacques
Derrida's famously challenging book Glas puts the practice of philosophy and the
very acts of writing and reading to the test. Formatted with parallel texts, its left
column discusses G. W. F. Hegel and its right column engages Jean Genet, with
numerous notes and interpolations in the margins. The resulting work, published
for the first time in French in 1974, is a collage that practices theoretical thinking
as a form of grafting. Presented here in an entirely new translation as Clang--its
title resonating like the sound of an alarm or death knell--this book brilliantly
juxtaposes Hegel's totalizing, hierarchical system of thought with Genet's
autobiographical, carceral erotics. It innovatively forces two incompatible
discourses into dialogue with each other: philosophical and literary, familial and
perverse, logical and sensory. In both content and structure, Clang heightens the
significance of all encounters across ruptures of thought or experience and
vibrates with the impact of discordant languages colliding.
Featuring over 120 illustrations, The Transformation of Greek Amulets in Roman
Imperial Times is an essential reference for those interested in the religion,
culture, and history of the ancient Mediterranean.
This volume brings together the architecture, sculpture, and painting of three
centuries -- 1300 to 1600 -- throughout Europe. Here is the whole of
Renaissance art, set in the context of the religion, society, and economics of the
time. The author has devised a system that sidesteps the usual broad chapters
filled with sweeping developments. Instead he gives us shorter sections that
provide close looks at the talents, schools, and generations of artists form whose
scintillating creativity came what we now call Renaissance art. This presentation
keeps continuous the history and local traditions of each area, yet follows the
path of artists and patrons back and forth across the map of Europe. Sixty
colorplates and 527 gauvre illustrations enrich the text. Other unusual features
include supplementary notes identifying all works mentioned by not illustrated
and a four-page foldout chronological chart in two colors bringing together all the
artists in the book. -- From publisher's description.
Originally published between 1920-70,The History of Civilization was a landmark
in early twentieth century publishing. It was published at a formative time within
the social sciences, and during a period of decisive historical discovery. The aim
of the general editor, C.K. Ogden, was to summarize the most up to date findings
and theories of historians, anthropologists, archaeologists and sociologists. This
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reprinted material is available as a set or in the following groupings: * Prehistory
and Historical Ethnography Set of 12: 0-415-15611-4: £800.00 * Greek
Civilization Set of 7: 0-415-15612-2: £450.00 * Roman Civilization Set of 6:
0-415-15613-0: £400.00 * Eastern Civilizations Set of 10: 0-415-15614-9:
£650.00 * Judaeo-Christian Civilization Set of 4: 0-415-15615-7: £250.00 *
European Civilization Set of 11: 0-415-15616-5: £700.00
Zettel, an en face bilingual edition, collects fragments from Wittgenstein's work between
1929 and 1948 on issues of the mind, mathematics, and language.
Aesthetics offers a focused study on the philosophy, literature and art which have
informed Foucault's particular engagement with ethics and power, including brilliant
commentaries on the work of de Sade, Rousseau, Marx, Nietzsche, Roussel and
Boulez.
Multi-award-winning architect and interior designer Greg Natale does things differently.
His bold signature style juxtaposes clean lines with repeating geometric patterns,
unadorned walls with highly embellished feature pieces, and empty space with vivid
splashes of color. At once contemporary and vintage, restrained and flamboyant,
sophisticated and playful, Greg's spectacular interiors integrate architecture, design,
and decoration to create visually breathtaking masterpieces. In this stunning
photographic collection, Greg guides you through building a concept, layering different
elements for cohesion, embracing empty space, and using color and pattern to add the
finishing touches. Filled with practical advice and paired with beautiful photography
from Anson Smart and a foreword from Jonathan Adler, The Tailored Interior will
provide all the inspiration you need to transform your living spaces into works of art.
Some works are translations from Gujarati.
Mysteries of Ontario brings together, for the first time, some five hundred accounts of
strange events and eerie experiences, each keyed to one of 250 places in the province.
It turns out that, far from being a humdrum part of the planet in which to live and work,
Ontario is a province that is alive with ghosts and spirits, mysterious disappearances,
and peculiar happenings enough to make your hair stand on end, turn your blood cold,
and send shivers up and down your spine! John Robert Colombo has been collecting
materials for this book since 1967. Even so, more than two years were devoted to
researching, writing, copy-editing, and photo editing Mysteries of Ontario. The reader is
invited to peruse the great historical mysteries that have moved Canadians in the past
from LaSalle's missing Griffon to the peculiar disappearance of Ambrose Small, from
the spiritualistic legacy of the Fox Sisters of Consecon to the appearance in the 1990s
of "ghost walks," "haunted hayrides," and "boo barns." This is a book that unites folklore
and scholarship, the supernatural and the speculative, culture and mysticism, the occult
and the peculiar, the psychical and the cultural, the human and the non-human.
This book is an anthology with a difference. It presents a distinctive variety of Anglo-Norman
works, beginning in the twelfth century and ending in the nineteenth, covering a broad range of
genres and writers, introduced in a lively and thought-provoking way. Facing-page translations,
into accessible and engaging modern English, are provided throughout, bringing these texts to
life for a contemporary audience. The collection offers a selection of fascinating passages, and
whole texts, many of which are not anthologised or translated anywhere else. It explores littleknown byways of Arthurian legend and stories of real-life crime and punishment; women’s
voices tell history, write letters, berate pagans; advice is offered on how to win friends and
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influence people, how to cure people’s ailments and how to keep clear of the law; and stories
from the Bible are retold with commentary, together with guidance on prayer and confession.
Each text is introduced and elucidated with notes and full references, and the material is
divided into three main sections: Story (a variety of narrative forms), Miscellany (including
letters, law and medicine, and other non-fiction), and Religious (saints' lives, sermons, Bible
commentary, and prayers). Passages in one genre have been chosen so as to reflect themes
or stories that appear in another, so that the book can be enjoyed as a collection or used as a
resource to dip into for selected texts. This anthology is essential reading for students and
scholars of Anglo-Norman and medieval literature and culture. Wide-ranging and fully
referenced, it can be used as a springboard for further study or relished in its own right by
readers interested to discover Anglo-Norman literature that was written to amuse, instruct,
entertain, or admonish medieval audiences.
"Grapes (Vitis spp.) are economically significant fruit species. Many scientific advances have
been achieved in understanding physiological, biochemical, and molecular aspects of grape
berry maturation. Some of these advances have led to the improvement of"
A new collection of the most graphic and vibrant interiors designed by the multi-award-winning
designer Greg Natale. Greg Natale presents his signature approach to the juxtaposition of
graphics and patterns within each space. At once sophisticated and characterful, Natale’s
interiors are renowned for marrying contemporary accents with vintage pieces to create
environments that traverse serenity and flamboyance. In this exquisite photographic
monograph, Natale guides the reader through a diverse selection of residences, exploring the
power and importance of pattern increating unforgettable interiors. Natale’s unique insights
are accompanied by stunning images by acclaimed photographer Anson Smart. Spanning
multiple countries and myriad styles, The Patterned Interior tours a rural Oklahoma
propertythat redefines contemporary rustic cool; a unique surf-inspired penthouse overlooking
one of Australia’s most sought-after beaches; a Midtown New York pied-à-terre that exudes
sophistication; a vast country estate in southern Australia with a distinct rock vibe; and a lightfilled city apartment in one of Sydney’s most iconic buildings. From the big picture to the
smallest vignette, Natale shows how pattern can transform and enhance any space.
This detailed examination of the way in which the Roman army operated during a war and how
it fought a battle breaks away from existing studies, which mostly concentrate on the army in
peacetime, and attempts to understand the army as an institution whose ultimate purpose was
to wage war. Adrian Goldsworthy explores the influence of the Roman army's organization on
its behaviour during a campaign, emphasizing its great flexibility in comparison to most of its
opponents. He considers the factors determining the result of a conflict and proposes, contrary
to orthodox opinion, that the Roman army was able to adapt successfully to any type of
warfare. Following the technique pioneered by John Keegan in The Face of Battle (1976), Dr
Goldsworthy builds up a precise picture of what happened during battle: tactics employed,
weaponry, leadership, behaviour of individuals as well as groups of soldiers, and, of utmost
importance, morale.
Avesta Grammar is an unchanged, high-quality reprint of the original edition of 1891.
Hansebooks is editor of the literature on different topic areas such as research and science,
travel and expeditions, cooking and nutrition, medicine, and other genres. As a publisher we
focus on the preservation of historical literature. Many works of historical writers and scientists
are available today as antiques only. Hansebooks newly publishes these books and
contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for
the future.

On November 8, 1985, 18-year-old Tom Odle brutally murdered his parents and three
siblings in the small southern Illinois town of Mount Vernon, sending shockwaves
throughout the nation. The murder of the Odle family remains one of the most horrific
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family mass murders in U.S. history. Odle was sentenced to death and, after seventeen
years on death row, expected a lethal injection to end his life. However, Illinois governor
George Ryan’s moratorium on the death penalty in 2000, and later commutation of all
death sentences in 2003, changed Odle’s sentence to natural life. The commutation of
his death sentence was an epiphany for Odle. Prior to the commutation of his death
sentence, Odle lived in denial, repressing any feelings about his family and his horrible
crime. Following the commutation and the removal of the weight of eventual execution
associated with his death sentence, he was confronted with an unfamiliar reality. A
future. As a result, he realized that he needed to understand why he murdered his
family. He reached out to Dr. Robert Hanlon, a neuropsychologist who had examined
him in the past. Dr. Hanlon engaged Odle in a therapeutic process of introspection and
self-reflection, which became the basis of their collaboration on this book. Hanlon tells a
gripping story of Odle’s life as an abused child, the life experiences that formed his
personality, and his tragic homicidal escalation to mass murder, seamlessly weaving
into the narrative Odle’s unadorned reflections of his childhood, finding a new family on
death row, and his belief in the powers of redemption. As our nation attempts to
understand the continual mass murders occurring in the U.S., Survived by One sheds
some light on the psychological aspects of why and how such acts of extreme carnage
may occur. However, Survived by One offers a never-been-told perspective from the
mass murderer himself, as he searches for the answers concurrently being asked by
the nation and the world.
New in Paperback! J.J. Johnson, known as the spiritual father of modern trombone, has
been a notable figure in the history of jazz. His career has embodied virtually every
innovation and development in jazz over the past half-century. In this first
comprehensive biography, filmography, catalog of compositions, and discography of
J.J. Johnson, Berger and Bourgois fill a major gap in jazz studies.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with
text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
THE present series of lectures is designed to give a broad and general view of the long
sequence of the migratory movements of the northern barbarians which began in the
third and fourth centuries A. D. and cannot be said to have terminated till the ninth. This
long process shaped Europe into its present form, and it must be grasped in its broad
outlines in order to understand the framework of modern Europe. There are two ways in
which the subject may be treated, two points of view from which the sequence of
changes which broke up the Roman Empire may be regarded. We may look at the
process, in the earliest and most important stage, from the point of view of the Empire
which was being dismembered or from that of the barbarians who were dismembering
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it. We may stand in Rome and watch the strangers sweeping over her provinces; or we
may stand east of the Rhine and north of the Danube, amid the forests of Germany,
and follow the fortunes of the men who issued thence, winning new habitations and
entering on a new life. Both methods have been followed by modern writers. Gibbon
and many others have told the story from the side of the Roman Empire, but all the
principal barbarian peoples - not only those who founded permanent states, but even
those who formed only transient kingdoms - have had each its special historian. One
naturally falls into the habit of contemplating these events from the Roman side
because the early part of the story has come down to us in records which were written
from the Roman side. We must, however, try to see things from both points of view...
“A great book that summarizes pieces of Roman military history that are often not
mentioned or difficult to find sources for . . . an entertaining read.”—War History Online
As Rome grew from a small city state to the mightiest empire of the west, her dominion
was contested not only by the civilizations of the Mediterranean, but also by the
“barbarians”—the tribal peoples of Europe. The Celtic, the Spanish-Iberian and the
Germanic tribes lacked the pomp and grandeur of Rome, but they were fiercely proud
of their freedom and gave birth to some of Rome’s greatest adversaries. Romans and
barbarians, iron legions and wild tribesmen clashed in dramatic battles on whose fate
hinged the existence of entire peoples and, at times, the future of Rome. Far from
reducing the legions and tribes to names and numbers, The Roman Barbarian Wars:
The Era of Roman Conquest reveals how they fought and how they lived and what their
world was like. Through his exhaustive research and lively text, Ludwig H. Dyck
immerses the reader into the epic world of the Roman barbarian wars. “I was reminded,
as I picked up this superb book, of that magnificent scene from Gladiator when they
unleashed hell on the Barbarian hordes at the beginning of the film. Dyck has produced
a book that celebrates the brilliance of the Roman commanders and of Rome itself from
its foundation to its eventual demise.”—Books Monthly “Dyck’s details of ancient battles
and the people involved provide as much sword-slashing excitement as any fictional
account.”—Kirkus Reviews “His vivid prose makes for a gripping read.”—Military
Heritage

In December 2010, Professor Tim Noakes was introduced to a way of eating that
was contrary to everything he had been taught and was accepted as
conventional nutrition ‘wisdom’. Having observed the benefits of the low-carb,
high-fat lifestyle first-hand, and after thorough and intensive research, Noakes
enthusiastically revealed his findings to the South African public in 2012. The
backlash from his colleagues in the medical establishment was as swift as it was
brutal, and culminated in a misconduct inquiry launched by the Health
Professions Council of South Africa. The subsequent hearing lasted well over a
year, but Noakes ultimately triumphed, being found not guilty of unprofessional
conduct in April 2017. In Lore of Nutrition, he explains the science behind the lowcarb, high-fat/Banting diet, and why he champions this lifestyle despite the
constant persecution and efforts to silence him. He also discusses at length what
he has come to see as a medical and scientific code of silence that discourages
anyone in the profession from speaking out against the current dietary guidelines.
Leading food, health and medical journalist Marika Sboros, who attended every
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day of the HPCSA hearing, provides the fascinating backstory to the inquiry,
which often reads like a spy novel. Lore of Nutrition is an eye-opener and a mustread for anyone who cares about their health.
This eight-volume set brings together seminal papers in Buddhist studies from a
vast range of academic disciplines published over the last forty years. With a new
introduction by the editor, this collection is a unique and unrivalled research
resource for both student and scholar. Coverage includes: - Buddhist origins;
early history of Buddhism in South and Southeast Asia - early Buddhist Schools
and Doctrinal History; Theravada Doctrine - the Origins and nature of Mahayana
Buddhism; some Mahayana religious topics - Abhidharma and Madhyamaka Yogacara, the Epistemological tradition, and Tathagatagarbha - Tantric
Buddhism (Including China and Japan); Buddhism in Nepal and Tibet - Buddhism
in South and Southeast Asia, and - Buddhism in China, East Asia, and Japan.
Rachel Carson's classic 1956 essay "Help Your Child to Wonder" urged adults to
help children experience the "sense of wonder" that comes only from a
relationship with nature. It's clear we haven't succeeded in following her advice:
eight-year-olds surveyed in the United Kingdom could identify more Pokémon
characters than common wildlife species; and Richard Louv's recent best-selling
book Last Child in the Woods identifies a "nature deficit disorder" in children
around the world. But today a growing number of environmentally minded
parents, teachers, and other adults are seeking to restore nature to its rightful
place in children's lives. This anthology gathers personal essays recounting
adventures great and small with children in the natural world. The
authors--writing as parents, teachers, mentors, and former children--describe
experiences that range from bird watching to an encounter with an apple butterloving grizzly bear. Rick Bass captures fireflies with his children and reflects on
fatherhood; Michael Branch observes wryly that both gardening and parenting
are "disciplines of sustainability"; Lauret Savoy wonders how African American
children can connect to the the land after generations of estrangement; and
Sandra Steingraber has "the big talk" with her children, not about sex but about
global warming. By turns lyrical, comic, and earnest, these writings guide us to
closer connections with nature and with the children in our lives, for the good of
the planet and our own spiritual and physical well-being.
Companions in WonderChildren and Adults Exploring Nature TogetherMIT Press
(MA)
Jacques Derrida is probably the most famous European philosopher alive today.
The University of Nebraska Press makes available for the first English translation
of his most important work to date, Glas. Its appearance will assist Derrida's
readers pro and con in coming to terms with a complex and controversial book.
Glas extensively reworks the problems of reading and writing in philosophy and
literature; questions the possibility of linear reading and its consequent notions of
theme, author, narrative, and discursive demonstration; and ingeniously disrupts
the positions of reader and writer in the text. Glas is extraordinary in many ways,
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most obviously in its typography. Arranged in two columns, with inserted sections
within these, the book simultaneously discusses Hegel’s philosophy and Jean
Genet’s fiction, and shows how two such seemingly distinct kinds of criticism can
reflect and influence one another. The customary segregation of philosophy,
rhetoric, psychoanalysis, linguistics, history, and poetics is systematically
subverted. In design and content, the books calls into question “types” of
literature (history, philosophy, literary criticism), the ownership of ideas and
styles, the glorification of literary heroes, and the limits of literary representation.
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